Emphatic Systems and Future E-Learning Through ELearning Emphatic Environments
The keynote will present what is empathy and emphatic
information systems. It will then make an overview of the
latest developments in this field through presenting
several technologies and describing several cases in
various areas that are being developed. It will then focus
on an e-learning specific empathic environment being
currently elaborated. It will present the case, its
characteristics, shortcomings and also possibilities.
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Altough it has been the dream of mankind to achieve
immortality and gain eternal health 21. century brought us
increasing number of chronic diseases, unbearable health
costs and shortages in health workers and services. This
presentation examines the effect of biotechnology on
human life and health, solutions, how internet and mobile
technologies triggers personal health, future of medical
technologies, mobile health and a futuristic approach to
2045 human project. Explain what kind of future waits
healthcare sector and human health basically using the
health terminology together with techno-buzz words, All
from something and nothing of essence is the subject of
this talk.
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Visual literacy is an integral part of Patient education. All
visuals like illustrations, photos, videos, animation, and
interactive platforms can be used in their unique narrative
to empower the patient before making any decision about
their health. In this talk titled “Visuals in Patient
Education”, we will discuss how all these visual tools can
be used effectively to help general public understand
medical issues and make informed choices. We will give
several examples of how visual media can be better
utilized to effectively provide Turkish public with valuable
Health literacy tools.

